
They light up, and beneath 
rests the sun’s most beautiful shadow.



Mirlo Parasols

HEADING OUT INTO THE SUN? QUICK READ:

Bold humility, luxurious calm, or elegant rave? 

The emotions that Mirlo’s parasols evoke span the entire 

spectrum. As trendy as they are timeless, they shine like the 

sun, creating the most beautiful shadows underneath. 

The colors and curved ribs create an eye-catcher that 

seems borrowed from the tranquil oases of the Orient 

– or the lively outdoor cafés of tomorrow.

Founded in 2012, Mirlo’s parasols embody bold elegance  

and timeless charm, casting beautiful shadows while adding  

allure to outdoor spaces. These durable and stylish parasols, 

crafted with high-quality materials, transform any area into an 

inviting retreat. Available in various colors and patterns, they 

enable personal expression, catering to both individuals  

and businesses alike. Explore Mirlo’s collection at mirlo.se







Elegance meets function

Today, these cherished parasols grace gardens,  

beaches, balconies, terraces, and outdoor restaurants,  

adding the final touch to any outdoor space. They are  

used by those seeking tranquility as well as by those  

enjoying conversations with near and dear.

Each parasol has an anodized aluminum pole with  

a diameter of 40 mm and a height of 160 cm, featuring  

spring extension and a wind-resistant locking system.  

The chemical-free fabric is wrapped around 10 curved,  

galvanized, and painted steel ribs, making them  

resistant to salt and weather. The curvature of the  

ribs serves not only an aesthetic function  

but also increases wind resistance. 



Bold humility that 
captures attention

”

”

Mirlo’s carefully selected materials and an extensive color 

palette seamlessly blend these parasols into any landscape, 

infusing character and style into outdoor spaces. Crafted in Italy 

in collaboration with leading gardening and interior design 

experts, Mirlo parasols stand as an architectural statement 

envisioned by landscape architect Anna Lundberg: 

The different colors and patterns allow you to express  

your style – you can tell your story simply by displaying your 

choice of parasol. Whether mixing vibrant hues or opting for 

monochrome sophistication, your style defines your narrative.

- An impeccable parasol not only  

beckons attention but also transforms any area 

into a retreat. For an outdoor cafe, they become 

an invitation — ’come, sit, and linger’. On the  

beach, they offer a welcoming gesture inviting you 

to – ’come, lay down, and unwind’.  

They should cater to those seeking shelter 

from refreshing rain as well as those 

seeking shade from scorching sun.







A decade of  
connection and quality 

Mirlo was founded 2012 and connects the past  

and present. The nostalgia of historic moments captured  

in old photographs resonates today, connecting us across 

time. Gathered around a table, the joy of sharing  

moments with loved ones is something that we  

all can relate to and isn’t even weather-dependent;  

a light drizzle only brings us closer.

Mirlo’s exquisite parasols cater to individuals  

and businesses alike. For more information,  

explore our collection at mirlo.se.

FACTS & FIGURES
Mirlo

Delivery Time: 2-3 weeks

Price: €890

Colors: 7

Models: 1

Diameter of 2.4 m

Height: 2.5 m

The diameter of the bar: 40 mm




